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FOS Beam IP

USER MANUAL

Thanks for choosing our goods please read this manual carefully before
your operating and keep this manual for future needs
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1、Attachment and body size

Body size
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2、Installation and connecting

The projector can be installed on the floor resting on special rubber feet ,on the truss or the wall.
WARNING :With the exception of then the projector is positioned on the floor,the safety cable
must be fitted.
This must be securely fixed to the support of the projector and then connected to the fixing point at
the center of the base.
Please ensure that the device is always connected to the earth properly
The manufacturer will not accept liability for any resulting damages caused by the non-observance
of this manual or any unauthorized modification to the device.
Avoid looking directly into the light source meant especially for epileptics!
Rigging
Concerning rigging, trussing for this device, please follow the European and national guidelines.
Only the qualified technicians are allowed for the device installation, The device must never be
mounted for a possible swinging position, and a safety cord attached must always be used.
Fixture Installation
When suspending the fixture above ground level, verity that the structure can hold at least 10 times
the weight of all installed devices.
Verify that all external covers and rigging hardware are securely fastened and use an approved

means of secondary attachment such as a safety cable.
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In DM X Controller mode, at the last fixture in the chain, the DMX output has to
be connected with a DM X terminator. This prevents electrical noise from
disturbing and corrupting the DMX control signals.
Th e DMX terminator is simply an XLR connector with a 90 - 12 0Ω (ohm) 1/4
watt res is to r connected across pins 2 and 3 o f a male XLR connector (DATA+
and DATA-). This terminator is then p lugged into the output socket o n the last
fixture in the daisy chain to terminate the line. Using a cable terminator will
decrease the possibilities of erratic behavior.
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3、Safety Instructions

★ This product guide contains important information about the safe installation
and use of this projector. Please read and follow these instructions carefully and
keep this manual in a safe place for future reference.
★When unpacking and before disposing of the carton, check there is no
transportation damage before using the projector. Should there be any damage
caused by transportation,consult your dealer and do not use the apparatus
★The projector is not designed or intended to be mounted directly on to
inflammable surfaces.
★ The projector is only intended for installation, operation and maintenance by
qualified personnel.
★ The projector must be installed in a location with adequate ventilation, at
least 1m from adjacent wall surfaces. Be sure that no ventilation slots are
blocked
★Do not project the beam onto inflammable surfaces, minimum distance is 5m.
★Do not attempt to dismantle and/or modify the projector in any way. Electrical
connection must only be carried out by qualified personnel.
★Before installation, ensure that the voltage and frequency of power supply
match the power requirements of the projector.
★It is essential that each projector is correctly earthed and that electrical
installation conforms to all relevant standards.
★Do not connect this device to any other types of dimmer apparatus.
★Make sure that the power-cord is never crimped or damaged by sharp edges.
Never let the power-cord come into contact with other cables. Only handle the
power-cord by the plug. Never pull out the plug by tugging the power-cord.
★ The projector should always be installed with a secondary safety fixing. A
safety cord is supplied for this; it should be attached as shown in “installing the
projector” section.
★ There is no user serviceable parts inside the projector; do not open the
housing and never operate the projector with the covers removed.
★This device is not designed for permanent operation. Consistent operation
breaks will ensure that the device will serve you for a long time without defects.
★The maximum ambient temperature t = 45°C must never exceeded.
★If this device is operated in any other way other than the one said in this
manual, this device may suffer damages and thus the warranty becomes void.
★Always disconnect from the mains, when the device is not in use or before
cleaning it or before attempting any maintenance work
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4、Specifications

Voltage:AC90-245V 50-60Hz

Lamp：YODN SIRIUS HRI 350W/440W

Ballast：YODN MSD R17/S20

Power:500W/600W

Average lifespan:1500-2000 hours

Focus ：linear electronic focus

Lamp temperature： 7500K

IP Rate：IP55

Dimmer ：Super smooth dimmer

Color temperature：2500K、3200K （special order）

Strobe ：Independent strobe, 0.5 to 20 times/ seconds

Color wheel：11 color filter wheel（can order with CMY)

Beam angle:2°

Lens :183mm Beam :170mm

Fixed gobo wheel:12+1+animation range

Prism：16 facet +16 facet （standard，accept special order)

Control system：DMX ，Master/Slave mode,AUTO Mode

Pan/Tilt : 540 degree , Tilt : 275 degree

Channel ：Simple channel : 16 CH
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5、DMX channel

Channel Value Function

1

PAN

0-255 0-100%

2

PAN-FINE

0-255 ±1%

3

TILT

0-255 0-100%

4

TILT-FINE

0-255 ±1%

5

Pan/Tilt SPEED

0-255 Fast -> Slow

6

DIMMER

0-255 0-100%

7

STROBE

0-3 Close

4-103 Strobe，Slow -> Fast

104-107 Open

108-207 Pulse: Slow -> Fast

208-212 Open

213-225 Random: Slow

226-238 Random: Middle

239-251 Random: Fast

252-255 Open

8

COLOR

0-4 Blank

5-9 Color 1

10-14 Color 2
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15-19 Color 3

20-24 Color 4

25-29 Color 5

30-34 Color 6

35-39 Color 7

40-44 Color 8

45-49 Color 9

50-54 Color 10

55-59 Color 11

60-64 Blank + Color 1

65-69 Color 1 + Color 2

70-74 Color 2 + Color 3

75-79 Color 3 + Color 4

80-84 Color 4 + Color 5

85-89 Color 5 + Color 6

90-94 Color 6 + Color 7

95-99 Color 7 + Color 8

100-104 Color 8 + Color 9

105-109 Color 9 + Color 10

110-114 Color 10 + Color 11

115-119 Color 11 + Blank

120-185 Rotation(CW): Fast -> Slow

186-189 Stop

190-255 Rotation(CCW): Slow -> Fast

9

GOBO

0-3 Blank

4-7 Gobo 1

8-11 Gobo 2

12-15 Gobo 3

16-19 Gobo 4

20-23 Gobo 5

24-27 Gobo 6

28-31 Gobo 7

32-35 Gobo 8

36-39 Gobo 9

40-43 Gobo 10

44-47 Gobo 11

48-51 Gobo 12

52-55 Gobo 13
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56-59 Gobo 14

60-64 Gobo 1 Shake: Slow -> Fast

65-69 Gobo 2 Shake: Slow -> Fast

70-74 Gobo 3 Shake: Slow -> Fast

75-79 Gobo 4 Shake: Slow -> Fast

80-84 Gobo 5 Shake: Slow -> Fast

85-89 Gobo 6 Shake: Slow -> Fast

90-94 Gobo 7 Shake: Slow -> Fast

95-99 Gobo 8 Shake: Slow -> Fast

100-104 Gobo 9 Shake: Slow -> Fast

105-109 Gobo 10 Shake: Slow -> Fast

110-114 Gobo 11 Shake: Slow -> Fast

115-119 Gobo 12 Shake: Slow -> Fast

120-124 Gobo 13 Shake: Slow -> Fast

125-129 Gobo 14 Shake: Slow -> Fast

130-190 Rotation(CW): Fast -> Slow

191-194 Stop

195-255 Rotation(CCW): Slow -> Fast

10

PRISM 1

0-127 Out

128-255 Prism 1 in to the light beam

11

PRISM 2

0-127 Out

128-255 Prism 2 in to the light beam

12

PRISM-ROT

0-127 0-100%

128-191 Rotation(CW): Fast -> Slow

192-255 Rotation(CCW): Slow -> Fast

13

FROST

0-255 0-100%
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14

FOCUS

0-255 0-100%

15

LAMP-CONTROL

0-50 Unused

51-100 Lamp ON

101-150 Lamp OFF

151-200 Half-power

201-255 Full-power

16 REST

6、Cleaning and maintenances

☆ In order to en sure the projector could work normally.Is should be kept clean

always.It is recommended that the fans and ventilation in let should be cleaned

every 60days.The lens should also be regularly cleaned to maintain an optimum

light output. Do not use any type of solvent on lens .It will damage the projector.

Suggestion：The continue usage of the light don’t exceed 4 hours .Or it will

shorter the usage if the lamp.Please use the alternative operation to solve this

problems.

☆Please disconnect the power supply when begin to maintenaceor take down

the light.Please let the parts of cooling for at lease 10 minute before install.If

need to replace the lamp ,please wait 15 minutes to let the lamp cool down

completely or which maybe burned down.

☆Please inspect the lens or other moving parts timing and keep them clear and

0-100 Unused

101-150 Pan/Tilt Reset

151-200 Head Reset

201-255 All Reset
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static .If find any damaged of losseness,must change the lamp or fix the lamp in

order to avoid the accident.

☆The light use the strong cooling system.Is is easy for the dirty to be

collected .Please do clear the hot-sak one time two weeks at least.

☆After you use the light,please check he intake place whether there are some

wastepaper,please clean it up,or the windmill will break down and causing fire.

7、Troubleshooting

8、MAINTENANCE

To maintain optimum performance and minimize wear fixtures should be

cleaned frequently. Usage and environment are contributing factors in

determining frequency.

As s general rule, fixtures should be cleared at least twice a month. Dust build

up reduces light output performance and can cause overheating. This can lead

to reduced lamp life and increased
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